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One of the Guardian's Best Books on Food of
2017 Shortlisted for the Fortnum and Mason's
Debut Food Book Award Winner of World
Gourmand Award for Food Writing. 'A work of
rare joy ... I could not love it more' SARAH
PERRY. 'A cookbook for readers' NIGELLA
LAWSON. Paddington Bear's marmalade, a
Neopolitan pizza with Elena Ferrante,
afternoon tea at Manderley... Here are 100
delicious recipes inspired by cookery writer
Kate Young's well-stocked bookshelves. From
Before Noon breakfasts and Around Noon
lunches to Family Dinners and Midnight
Feasts, The Little Library Cookbook captures
the magic and wonder of the meals enjoyed
by some of our best-loved fictional
characters. 'If food can comfort, so can
books' THE GUARDIAN. 'Bringing together two
of our greatest loves, food and books ... An
absolute joy' STYLIST. 'Has great charm and
is a very good read ... Part of the delight is in
seeing what Young has come up with' DIANA
HENRY.
Food, family and stories share a deep
connection, one that is often overlooked in
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the age of instant gratification. Born into a
strong tradition of passing down recipes from
generation to generation, Ivette Pérez de
Wenkel's new cookbook seamlessly blends
Mexican cuisine with the culture and
experiences from which she learned them. In
Taco Tales, she presents more than 40
recipes from her family treasury, along with
the history and traditions that make each
dish much more than just food. Collage and
papercut illustrations by Anne Wenkel bring
the pages to colorful life, and the interplay of
text and illustrations evokes the tradition of
communal cooking and making that has so
strongly influenced the authors. A collection
of delicious Mexican recipes that offers a
reminder that not every important ingredient
in a good meal goes into the food itself.
Quench your thirst with more than 75 recipes
for refreshing summer drinks including
cooling punches, cocktails, mocktails and
slushies In the warmer months when the days
are long and the evenings roll in slowly,
there's nothing better than fixing a cool
drink. From fruity and fresh to fierce and
frozen, here you'll find an array of tasty
tipples perfect for every summery occasion. If
you're in the mood for dining al fresco, why
not rustle up a zesty Caipirinha or minty
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Mojito for one to start the evening. And when
the weekends play host to a livelier
gathering, simply prepare a pitcher of
Sangria to share or take refuge from the heat
of the day with an ice-blended wine Frosé or
a Strawberry Daiquiri. Whether you need a
cocktail to impress or a mocktail to refresh,
this vibrant collection is sure to inspire.
“Only Child triumphs. Zach, at only 6 years
old, understands more about the human
heart than the broken adults around him. His
hope and optimism as he sets out to execute
his plan will have every reader cheering him
on, and believing in happy endings even in
the face of such tragedy. . . . Navin manages
to make Zach’s voice heartbreakingly
believable.”—Ann Hood, The Washington Post
“Perfect for fans of Room… a heartbreaking
but important novel.” —Real Simple Readers
of Jodi Picoult and Liane Moriarty will also
like this tenderhearted debut about healing
and family, narrated by an unforgettable sixyear-old boy who reminds us that sometimes
the littlest bodies hold the biggest hearts and
the quietest voices speak the loudest.
Squeezed into a coat closet with his
classmates and teacher, first grader Zach
Taylor can hear gunshots ringing through the
halls of his school. A gunman has entered the
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building, taking nineteen lives and
irrevocably changing the very fabric of this
close-knit community. While Zach's mother
pursues a quest for justice against the
shooter's parents, holding them responsible
for their son's actions, Zach retreats into his
super-secret hideout and loses himself in a
world of books and art. Armed with his
newfound understanding, and with the
optimism and stubbornness only a child could
have, Zach sets out on a captivating journey
towards healing and forgiveness, determined
to help the adults in his life rediscover the
universal truths of love and compassion
needed to pull them through their darkest
hours.
A Handbook for Selecting Suitable People to
Work with Children
Speedy Bosh! schnell – einfach – vegan
Summer Drinks
Cooking & Traveling in the 5 Boroughs
Louis' Mixed Drinks, with Hints for the Care &
Serving of Wines
A novel
The DODO Diet
An ode to a life warmly lived, The Bread
Exchange tells the story of one woman's
hunger for greater meaning in her life and
how it has been enriched by the sharing of
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her handmade bread. From her cozy kitchen in
Berlin to a flat in London, from a deck in
New York City to huddling around a tandoor in
Kabul, the author shares discoveries,
stories, and recipes from her inspiring
travels. A busy fashion-industry professional
with a bread-baking obsession, Malin Elmlid
started offering her loaves to others in
return for recipes, handmade goods,and, above
all, special experiences that come from
giving generously of yourself. Here is a book
of tales and reflections, of wanderlust
connections, and more than 50 recipes for
Malin's naturally leavened breads and other
delicious things collected on a journey
honoring the staff and the stuff of life.
Kick off the evening as the Italians do, with
these recipes for drinks and small dishes
from the best bars and restaurants of Venice,
Milan, Turin, and beyond. Aperitivo takes the
reader on a spirited ride through this
cocktail culture, covering variations on all
the classics including the Negroni, the
Bellini, and the spritz and stopping at the
chicest bars that have elevated this ritual
to an art form. Many of the drinks are
structured around vermouths and other
botanical-infused liqueurs, which offer a new
world of complex flavors. They yield
enticingly simple cocktails that
refresh—without stunning the palate (thanks
to a lighter alcohol content). But Aperitivo
is just as much about the food because in
Italy, drinking and eating go hand in hand.
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Recipes feature fried sage leaves, ovenroasted eggplant, and carbonara tramezzini,
as well as many delicious riffs on crostini,
frittata, and focaccia. Whether planning a
party or just having a friend over for a
quick drink, Aperitivo brings a whole new
spirit of conviviality and true Italian style
to the occasion.
Showcases of the artist's fashion history
with the iconic designers, sharing rare and
unseen archival photography, video outtakes,
fashion sketches, red carpet shots.
The D.O.D.O. Diet, or Day On, Day Off Diet
will help you lose weight quickly and easily
whilst dropping fat, building muscle,
restoring energy levels and dramatically
improving fitness and health (it can help
reduce your risk of cancer and diabetes as
well as slow the ageing process). Unlike
other 5:2 diets, you aren’t tied to two set
diet days a week. Depending on your
individual goals you can diet 1, 2 or 3 days
a week to get the results you want – and eat
whatever you like the rest of the week. The
diet is carefully designed by Drew Price, a
highly experienced Registered Nutritionist
who specialises in working with elite
athletes to help them reach peak condition
and improve their performance, including
medal-winning Olympians, Premier League
footballers, Rugby League and Rugby Union
players. On ‘Days On’ you drink plenty of
fluids and eat one light meal a day (about a
quarter of your normal calorie intake)and
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there are clear guidelines, meal plans and
simple recipes to help you do this. On ‘Days
Off’ you can eat exactly what you want,
although you are encouraged to follow his
everyday eating guidelines to make the best
food choices and to get the full health
benefits of the diet. A revolutionary
approach to weight loss, health and fitness,
The D.O.D.O. Diet ends the tyranny of
everyday dieting and calorie counting and
gets you the results you want, whether you
just want to lose weight, are training for a
specific sports event or want to protect your
long-term health.
25 Rezepte für erfrischend spritzigen
Cocktail-Genuss
The Italian Escape
Wow! Nur 30 Minuten kochen – über 100 Rezepte
Food of the Italian South
The Lost Time Accidents
My Recipe Journal
Notebook

Learn to cook classic French cuisine the
easy way with this French bestseller from
professionally trained chef Jean-Francois
Mallet. Taking cooking back to basics,
Simplissime is bursting with easy-tofollow and quick recipes for delicious
French food. Each of the 160 recipes in
this book is made up of only 2-6
ingredients, and can be made in a short
amount of time. Recipe steps are precise
and simple, accompanied by clear
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photographs of each ingredient and
finished dish. Cooking has never been so
easy!
Europe's bestselling cruise book! The
ultimate cruise ship book for first time
cruisers as well as for cruise "addicts".
An A-Z of cruise stories, funny, satirical
and informative. Whether you are residing
on a luxury cruise or on a rusted barge,
this book will give you the best
"guidance". Some of you might do some
cruising in Europe, others set off for a
Seabourne venture, you will love it and
probably do it again. Blurb: Have you ever
been on a cruise? If so, then you'll
recognize quite a few things here and
possibly also yourself - sometimes
confirming the facts with a wry smile. For
you this book is a MUST. Are you about to
embark on your first cruise? Then here
you'll learn a lot of useful and useless
information which may be of great use to
you on your trip. For you this book is an
absolute MUST. And are you planning to go
on a cruise but are still not sure? Then
this book may encourage or discourage you.
But after reading it you'll be able to
give a dazzling account of your cruise
experience at any time without ever having
been on one. Some of you might do some
cruising in Europe, others set off for a
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Seabourne venture, you will love it and
probably do it again.Blurb: Have you ever
been on a cruise? If so, then you'll
recognise quite a few things here and
possibly also yourself - sometimes
confirming the facts with a wry smile. For
you this book is a MUST. Are you about to
embark on your first cruise? Then here
you'll learn a lot of useful and useless
information which may be of great use to
you on your trip. For you this book is an
absolute MUST. And are you planning to go
on a cruise but are still not sure? Then
this book may encourage or discourage you.
But after reading it you'll be able to
give a dazzling account of your cruise
experience at any time without ever having
been on one.. Some of you might do some
cruising in europe, others set off for a
seabourne venture, you will love it and
probably do it again. blurb: Have you ever
been on a cruise? If so, then you'll
recognise quite a few things here and
possibly also yourself - sometimes
confirming the facts with a wry smile. For
you this book is a MUST. Are you about to
embark on your first cruise? Then here
you'll learn a lot of useful and useless
information which may be of great use to
you on your trip. For you this book is an
absolute MUST. And are you planning to go
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on a cruise but are still not sure? Then
this book may encourage or discourage you.
But after reading it you'll be able to
give a dazzling account of your cruise
experience at any time without ever having
been on one. For you this book is the
ultimate MUST. All the individual stories
and episodes told in it have been passed
on and confirmed by at least two fellow
travellers after extensive word-of-mouth
recommendation. Similarities to living
persons are therefore unavoidable. Should
you identify yourself in one or more of
the stories, please consider that any
legal action will result in losing your
comfortable protection of anonymity. Ship
Ahoy!
An illustrated exploration of colors and
patterns in the animal kingdom, what they
communicate, and how they function in the
social life of animals. Are animals able
to appreciate what humans refer to as
“beauty”? The term scarcely ever appears
nowadays in a scientific description of
living things, but we humans may
nonetheless find the colors, patterns, and
songs of animals to be beautiful in
apparently the same way that we see beauty
in works of art. In Animal Beauty, Nobel
Prize–winning biologist Christiane
Nüsslein-Volhard describes how the colors
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and patterns displayed by animals arise,
what they communicate, and how they
function in the social life of animals.
Watercolor drawings illustrate these
amazing instances of animal beauty. Darwin
addressed the topic of ornament in his
1871 book The Descent of Man and Selection
in Relation to Sex, and did not hesitate
to engage with criteria of beauty,
convinced that animals experienced color
and ornament as attractive and agreeable
in the same way that we do, and that the
role this played in mate choice pointed to
a “sexual selection” distinct from natural
selection. Nüsslein-Volhard examines key
examples of ornament and sexual selection
in the animal kingdom and lays the
groundwork for biological aesthetics.
Noting that color patterns have not been a
research priority—perhaps because they
appeared to be nonessential luxuries
rather than functional
necessities—Nüsslein-Volhard looks at
recent scientific developments on the
topic. In part because of NüssleinVolhard's own research on the zebrafish,
it is now possible to decipher the
molecular genetic mechanisms that lead to
production of colors in animal skin and
its appendages and control its pattern and
distribution.
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Hot on the heels of Veggiestan, Sally
Butcher brings us Snackistan: a fictitious
land where tummies are always full, and
theres a slightly naughty smile on every
face. Snackistan does not, of course,
exist, any more than Veggiestan does. It
is, rather, a borderless confederation of
the Middle Easts favourite foodstuffs. The
simple fare that people actually eat on a
daily basis: dishes they prepare at home,
or cook to share with friends, or look
forward to indulging in at the end of the
week. We all like to snack increasingly,
formal dining is being nudged aside in
favour of meze-style spreads. And, at the
same time, street food has come of age. In
malls and farmers markets across the
world, food on the hoof has become a
stylish and popular way to feed. This book
picks out the Middle Easts most exciting
street foods and meze dishes, together
with a range of homely and simple snack
recipes elicited from family and friends.
Chapters comprise Nuts and Nibbles, Fishy
Things, Meat on Sticks, Meat Not on
Sticks, Salady Stuff, Hot Veggie Dishes,
Mostly Carbs, Puds, Something to Wash it
Down With. The burst of flavours is
intoxicating, as is Sally's trademark wit
and attention to detail a must-buy for all
Middle Eastern food enthusiasts.
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Recipes for Classic, Disappearing, and
Lost Dishes: A Cookbook
Recipe and Stories from Mexico
Eat
Safe Not Sorry
Let's Get Fizzical
A Love Affair with a Classic Cocktail
The Bread Exchange
"Even 150 years after unification, Italy is
still a divided nation where individual
regions are defined by their local cuisine-mirrors of their culture, history, and
geography. But the cucina romana is the
country's greatest standout. In [this book],
journalist Katie Parla and photographer
Kristina Gill capture Rome's unique character
and truly evolved food culture--a
[culmination] of two thousand years of
history"--Amazon.com.
Who doesn't dream of leaving everyday life
behind and really experiencing nature with an
adventure in the wilderness... and a
delicious campfire supper to round off a
perfect day? Enjoy the beauty and stillness
of breathtaking shots, taken on location in
the National Parks of Vancouver and Banff, of
the lakes, cascading waterfalls, rivers,
canyons, mountains and deep, green, tranquil
forests for which Canada is renowned. This is
the stunning natural backdrop for recipes and
short extracts from Charles Dickens, Margaret
Atwood, Chris Czajkowski and Anne Michaels
inspired by Canada's incredible landscapes.
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Whether it's fluffy blueberry pancakes with
maple syrup, or tender salmon fillet on a
cedarwood board, hearty campfire stew with
craft beer or the unique national dish of
Canada, poutine, these ingredients and
recipes evoke bounty, simplicity, campfires
and wilderness.
The gorgeous, Caldecott Honor-winning tale of
a very clever fish by beloved picture book
creator Leo Lionni. Deep in the sea lives a
happy school of fish. Their watery world is
full of wonders, but there is also danger,
and the little fish are afraid to come out of
hiding . . . until Swimmy comes along. Swimmy
shows his friends how--with ingenuity and
team work--they can overcome any danger.
Winner of the 1964 Caldecott Honor, this
beloved tale of a brave little fish has been
a favorite to generations of readers. To
celebrate Swimmy's fiftieth anniversary, we
are issuing a handsome special edition
hardcover that includes a bonus poster.
The riveting #1 bestseller from Austria: the
story of an undertaker—a “vengeance goddess”
with a dark past—who makes a vow to hunt down
her husband's murderers. Blum is a
mortician—an outspoken woman in a male
dominated profession. She is also the loving
mother of two young children, adored by those
around her for her kind heart, her strength,
and her sharp wit. Blum rides a motorcycle,
and likes to spend time with friends and her
husband, Mark, a policeman. She has been
happily married to Mark for eight years, a
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perfect union. Blum has a good life—a life
that masks the terrible secrets of her
childhood. Then, in one devastating moment,
Mark is killed before Blum's eyes. A hit-andrun. The most important thing in her life,
her support and happiness, is taken from her.
Blum grieves, but she refuses to accept her
fate. She soon discovers that there is more
to Mark's death than meets the eye. This was
no accident. A shadowy group of people wanted
Mark dead. But why? Blum is determined to
find out—and to have her revenge. Woman of
the Dead, the first book in a trilogy, is an
unforgettable thriller about the lengths one
passionate woman will go to for vengeance,
and about the tug of war between good and
evil in all of us. Writing with breakneck
narration and rapid-fire dialogue, Bernhard
Aichner is poised to follow in the steps of
Jo Nesbo, Camilla Läckberg, and Jussi AdlerOlsen to become Europe's new breakout star in
crime fiction.
On the Evolution of Biological Aesthetics
Discrete Groups and Geometry
Cocktails
Swimmy (Oversized Board Book)
Prosecco Made Me Do It: 60 Seriously
Sparkling Cocktails
Simplissime
The Art of the Cocktail

Collects simple vegetarian recipes that use only a
few ingredients, including beer-battered artichoke
hearts, watermelon radish salad, roasted veggie
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gnocchi, and rosemary shortbread.
Motivational Quotes Notebook: Designed Interior, 6 x
9 inches, 120 Pages, Soft Cover Paperback - Can
be used as a Trip Journal, Daily Scrapbook, Planner,
School or Office Supplies, Diary/Journal for Children,
etc. - Great choice for Festival Souvenir, Awards
Honor, Birthday, Anniversary, etc.
Thanks to Chelsea you'll never be short of inspiration
for delicious home cooking full of goodness and
flavour. Whether you're planning a barbecue
(Incrediburgers anyone?), a quick mid-week dinner
(Saucy Noodle Stir-fry?) or a hearty slow-cooked
meal (Fragrant Ginger Beer Pork, maybe?) you can
count on Chelsea to deliver recipes everyone will
love. Eat is packed with dishes that are destined to
become new favourites in your household, plus a
bumper collection of sides, sauces and sweet treats.
No complicated instructions or hard-to-find
ingredients, just real food with real flavour made with
love. Enjoy!
As the 1938 hurricane approaches Rhode Island,
another storm brews in this New York Times
bestselling beach read from the author of Her Last
Flight and The Golden Hour. Lily Dane has returned
to Seaview, Rhode Island, where her family has
summered for generations. It’s an escape not only
from New York’s social scene but from a heartbreak
that still haunts her. Here, among the seaside
community that has embraced her since childhood,
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she finds comfort in the familiar rituals of summer.
But this summer is different. Budgie and Nick
Greenwald—Lily’s former best friend and former
fiancé—have arrived, too, and Seaview’s elite are
abuzz. Under Budgie’s glamorous influence, Lily is
seduced into a complicated web of renewed
friendship and dangerous longing. As a cataclysmic
hurricane churns north through the Atlantic, and
uneasy secrets slowly reveal themselves, Lily and
Nick must confront an emotional storm that will
change their worlds forever... READERS GUIDE
INCLUDED
Peripheral Nerve Stimulation
The Ultimate A-Z Cruise Guide
Spritz
Only Child
The Forest Feast: Simple Vegetarian Recipes from
My Cabin in the Woods
Taste the Wild
New York Street Food

In his ambitious and fiercely inventive new novel,
The Lost Time Accidents, John Wray takes us from
turn-of-the-century Viennese salons buzzing with
rumors about Einstein's radical new theory to the
death camps of World War Two, from the golden age
of postwar pulp science fiction to a startling
discovery in a Manhattan apartment packed to the
ceiling with artifacts of modern life. Haunted by a
failed love affair and the darkest of family secrets,
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Waldemar 'Waldy' Tolliver wakes one morning to
discover that he has been exiled from the flow of
time. The world continues to turn, and Waldy is
desperate to find his way back-a journey that forces
him to reckon not only with the betrayal at the heart
of his doomed romance but also the legacy of his
great-grandfather's fatal pursuit of the hidden nature
of time itself. Part madcap adventure, part harrowing
family drama, part scientific mystery--and never less
than wildly entertaining--The Lost Time Accidents is
a bold and epic saga set against the greatest
upheavals of the twentieth century.
Celebrating women? Cheers to that! These cocktail
recipes are inspired by some of the world's most
amazing ladies. Sixty of the world's coolest and
most influential women are the inspiration for this
refreshing and fun collection of drink recipes that
are sure to bring extra zest to your cocktail shaker.
Free the Tipple pays tribute to a brilliant range of
diverse women from the 20th century to today who
have made waves in entertainment, the arts, politics,
fashion, literature, sports, and science, including
Frida Kahlo, Rihanna, Serena Williams, Virginia
Woolf, Yoko Ono, Zaha Hadid, Marlene Dietrich,
Zadie Smith, and more. Each double-page spread
features a recipe crafted to reflect its namesake's
personality, style, legacy, or what she liked to drink
herself. This ranges from The Gloria Steinem, which
uses a complex liquor with a radical twist, to The
Beyoncé, made, of course, with lemonade. The
cocktails are simple to make, kitchen-tested, and
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incorporate easy-to find ingredients. Snappy,
informative biographies, illustrated with newlycommissioned portraits, offer revealing insights into
the women's lives. This highly original guide to
delicious beverages is a perfect gift for those in your
life who encourage and inspire you.
A CENTURY AGO THE COCKTAIL ACHIEVED
PERFECTION when, according to legend, Count
Camillo Negroni asked his bartender in Florence to
stiffen an Americano by replacing the soda water
with gin. The world never looked back. With its
cosmically simple 1:1:1 ratio, its balance of bitter
and sweet, its pleasant kick, its aura of
sophistication, the Negroni has bewitched cocktail
lovers ever since. Perhaps none more so than Matt
Hranek, who intones this love song to his favorite
drink and offers a curated collection of recipes, both
the classic and dozens of variations, deviations, and
delicious reinterpretations.
Proceedings of the conference held at the University
of Birmingham in honour of Professor A. M.
Macbeath. Many interesting papers are included
from respected figures, on discrete group theory.
Tales and Recipes from a Journey of Baking and
Bartering
A Novel
Snackistan
Woman of the Dead
Recipes and stories from Canada
Free the Tipple
Italy's Most Iconic Aperitivo Cocktail, with Recipes
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Discover the most exciting street food locations in the Big Apple.
Do your ears perk up when you hear the telltale pop of a prosecco
bottle? Do you think every drink is just a little bit nicer with
bubbles? Prosecco is no longer just a sparkling wine, it’s a cultural
phenomenon, a party in a glass.
A narrative-driven book on the surprising history and current
revival of spritz cocktails (a wine-based drink served as an aperitif),
with 50 recipes, including both historical classics and modern
updates. From Milan to Los Angeles, Venice to New York, the
spritz—Italy’s bitter and bubbly aperitivo cocktail—has become
synonymous with a leisurely, convivial golden hour. But the spritz
is more than just an early evening cocktail—it’s a style of drinking.
In Spritz, Talia Baiocchi and Leslie Pariseau trace the drink’s
origins to ancient Rome, uncover its unlikely history and culture,
explore the evolution of aperitivo throughout Northern Italy, and
document the spritz’s revival around the world. From regional
classics to modern variations, Spritz includes dozens of recipes
from some of America’s most lauded bartenders, a guide to
building a spritz bar, and a collection of food recipes for classic
Italian snacks to pair alongside.
Sparkling sea and sun, delicious food and Aperol Spritz Niamh
Kelly has made a right pig's ear of her life thus far. She's thirtythree, still living at home and was recently dumped ... by her boss.
So when her sister invites her to tag along on a work trip to Italy's
Ligurian coast, impulsive Niamh jumps at the chance, and discovers
a world of wine, opportunity and friendship. Having fallen in love
with the town of Camogli, she decides to stay and open a coffee
shop - even if she has no idea what she's doing. But when a sudden
family tragedy and a tricky tourist season threaten her new business,
Niamh isn't so sure she can stick it out. With help from her newfound community, can she make her new life a success?
Street Food, Comfort Food, Meze - informal eating in the Middle
East & beyond
Taco Tales
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A Hundred Summers
The Little Library Cookbook
Book of Cool Stuff
Für die Happy Hour zu Hause
History of Soy Sauce (160 CE To 2012)
85 authentic recipes and 100 stunning photographs that capture
the cultural and cooking traditions of the Italian South, from the
mountains to the coast. In most cultures, exploring food means
exploring history—and the Italian south has plenty of both to offer.
The pasta-heavy, tomato-forward “Italian food” the world knows
and loves does not actually represent the entire country; rather,
these beloved and widespread culinary traditions hail from the
regional cuisines of the south. Acclaimed author and food
journalist Katie Parla takes you on a tour through these vibrant
destinations so you can sink your teeth into the secrets of their
rustic, romantic dishes. Parla shares rich recipes, both original
and reimagined, along with historical and cultural insights that
encapsulate the miles of rugged beaches, sheep-dotted mountains,
meditatively quiet towns, and, most important, culinary traditions
unique to this precious piece of Italy. With just a bite of the
Involtini alla Piazzetta from farm-rich Campania, a taste of
Giurgiulena from the sugar-happy kitchens of Calabria, a forkful
of ’U Pan’ Cuott’ from mountainous Basilicata, a morsel of
Focaccia from coastal Puglia, or a mouthful of Pizz e Foje from
quaint Molise, you’ll discover what makes the food of the Italian
south unique. Praise for Food of the Italian South “Parla clearly
crafted every recipe with reverence and restraint, balancing
authenticity with accessibility for the modern home cook.”—Fine
Cooking “Parla’s knowledge and voice shine in this outstanding
meditation on the food of South Italy from the Molise, Campania,
Puglia, Basilicata, and Calabria regions. . . . This excellent
volume proves that no matter how well-trodden the Italian
cookbook path is, an expert with genuine curiosity and a welldeveloped voice can still find new material.”—Publishers Weekly
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(starred review) “There's There’s Italian food, and then there's
there’s Italian food. Not just pizza, pasta, and prosciutto, but
obscure recipes that have been passed down through generations
and are only found in Italy… . . . and in this book.”—Woman’s Day
(Best Cookbooks Coming Out in 2019) “[With] Food of the Italian
South, Parla wanted to branch out from Rome and celebrate the
lower half of the country.”—Punch “Acclaimed culinary journalist
Katie Parla takes cookbook readers and home cooks on a culinary
journey.”—The Parkersburg News and Sentinel
Add some sparkle to your life with this irresistible cocktail recipe
book, featuring over 50 drinks made from Prosecco, Cava,
Lambrusco, Champagne, and other sparkling wines. An inspiring
mix of classic cocktail recipes such as bellinis and mimosas,
alongside exciting variations and twists, Let's Get Fizzical offers
tips, tricks, presentation ideas, and technical know-how to make
your cocktails as sensational for the eye as they are for the palate.
The introductory chapter, A Beginner's Guide to Bubbles,
explains the differences between sparkling wines to help you tell
your spumante from your frizzante, or your extra-brut from your
demi-sec. Everything you need to know is here, including the lowdown on your fizz of choice, whether that's a budget Cava or a
fancy Champagne. From essential cocktail shaking techniques to
the perfect glass shape, the Get The Party Started section gives
you the drink mixing skills to impress your guests. Learn how to
make your own syrups and infusions, how to pair flavours and
how to present your drinks with style. Drink your way through the
recipe-packed remainder of the book - master delicious classics,
such as the Aperol Spritz and French 75, and discover how to
make your drink a little bit special with creative reinventions and
original cocktail recipes. If you ever feel the need for drinking day
off, many recipes feature a "lose the booze" option with all the
flavour but none of the hangover. Whatever your bubbly drink of
choice, impress your guests and make every drink a celebration
with Let's Get Fizzical: cheers!
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Shake it easy! After-Work-Stimmung, gemixt mit guter Laune,
einem Schuss Partyfeeling und einem Prickeln: Cocktails selber
mixen macht Spaß und ist die beste Einstimmung in einen
relaxten Feierabend, das Treffen mit Freunden, als Aperitif vor
dem Essen, als Auftakt zur nächsten Party oder einfach nur so.
Ob alkoholfreier Cocktail, trendiger Hugo und Aperol Spritz oder
elegante Klassiker wie Martini oder Negroni: Mit dem neuen GUKüchenRatgeber Cocktails können wir uns jetzt klassische und
trendige Drinks für jeden Anlass und Geschmack ganz einfach
selber mixen. Die Küche wird zur Bar: Die Autoren Jens
Hasenbein und Helmut Adam sind international erfahrene ProfiBartender. Mit ihren coolen Mixrezepten stellt sich authentisches
Barfeeling ein, wenn wir die Drinks in den eigenen vier Wänden
mixen. Hasenbein und Adam sind Bartender der neuen
Generation; sie beherrschen legendäre Cocktail-Klassiker ebenso
aus dem Effeff wie kreative Rezepte für zeitgeistige Mix-Drinks,
etwa den alkoholfreien Rhubarb Mango Smash oder den
Trendshake Himbeer-Melisse-Lassi. Cocktails ist für Leute
gedacht, die relaxtes Lounge- und Barfeeling lieben und es sich
dafür auch gerne mal auf dem Balkon, der Terrasse oder im
Wohnzimmer gemütlich machen. Der perfekte Mix. Das Tolle
daran: Wir bekommen Profirezepte aus erster Hand – und
können gleich loslegen, auch wenn wir bisher noch gar keine
Erfahrung mit dem Cocktailmixen haben! Hasenbein wurde 2005
als GaultMillau-Barkeeper des Jahres ausgezeichnet, Adam ist
Herausgeber von „Mixology“, dem internationalen Magazin für
Barkultur. Sie verraten uns ihre besten Mix-Geheimnisse,
bereiten die Rezepte aber so auf, dass wir mit wenig Zubehör,
einfachen Zutaten und Spirituosen, die fast jeder zur Hand hat,
sofort losshaken können. Die ersten beiden Rezeptkapitel „Drinks
aus der Mini-Hausbar“ und „Nimm zwei!“ zeigen, wie wir mit
einem oder zwei Spirituosen und wenigen Handgriffen mal eben
so tolle Klassiker wie Caipirinha, Mojito oder Gin & Tonic aus
dem Shaker zaubern. Das dritte Kapitel „Drinks für
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Fortgeschrittene“ bringt uns das elegante Flair internationaler
Barkultur ins Haus, mit so legendären Drinks wie Mai Tai,
Manhattan, Dry Martini oder dem Claridge Cocktail. Das letzte
Kapitel „Mal ganz ohne“ ist den erfrischend leichten,
alkoholfreien Cocktails gewidmet. Let’s get the Party started:
Zum perfekten Bar-Erlebnis gehören auch kleine MiniKnabbereien. Dafür liefern uns die Autoren ein paar ihrer besten
Rezepte für selbst gemachte Snacks. Jetzt brauchen wir nur noch
einen Blick auf den übersichtlichen Serviceteil mit den Tipps für
das wichtigste Zubehör zu werfen – schon kann’s losgehen mit
der nächsten Cocktailparty im zur Zeit angesagtesten Hotspot der
Gegend: unserem Zuhause! Auf einen Blick: Fürs perfekte BarFeeling zu Hause Cocktails mixen, super leicht! Die besten Tipps
und Rezepte von Bar-Profis – zum einfach selber Shaken Mix it:
von Aperol Spritz bis Caipirinha, vom Martini bis White Russian!
Mit dabei: trendige Non-Alcoholic-Drinks Plus: Rezepte für
Miniknabbereien zum Drink
Write in your favorite recipes in one place. Do you want a
personal cookbook with the recipes you love the most? Do you
want to preserve and organize all your family recipes? Are you
tired of pinning, printing and bookmarking a recipe only to have a
hard time finding it later when you need it? Then this outstanding
recipe journal is just for you - the perfect way to organize all your
favorite recipes in one place. You will love it. It is beautifully
designed, simple, clear, easy to use and well organized.
Kickass Cocktails Inspired by Iconic Women
Notebook/Journal
Blank Recipe Book to Write In (110-Recipe Journal and
Organizer)
From the Dali Wallbanger to the Stinger Sargent, cocktails with
an artistic twist
Rapid results, permanent fat loss and indulgent days off
Inside Cabin with Balcony
The Easiest French Cookbook in the World
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In a rapidly growing field of neuromodulation
against pain, this excellent publication presents
a unique compilation of the latest theoretical
and practical information for electrical
stimulation of the peripheral nerves. Chapters
cover the use of peripheral nerve stimulation in
particular indications such as migraine, cluster
headache, pain in Chiari malformation and
fibromyalgia, as well as in specific body parts
such as head and neck, trunk, and extremities.
Furthermore, chapters on history, technical
aspects, mechanism of action, terminology,
complications and other important aspects of
this pain-relieving modality give you a full
overview of the field. Written by leading
experts, this publication provides a
comprehensive and updated summary of the
currently available scientific information on
peripheral nerve stimulation. All chapters
contain original information making this book an
invaluable reference for all who deal with the
management of severe and chronic pain including neurosurgeons and neurosurgical
trainees, pain specialists and practitioners,
anesthesiologists and neurologists.
Discover 50 cocktails inspired by famous
artists, their art and their favourite tipples.
Shake up delicious art-inspired drinks, from the
absinthe-fuelled Pablo Pisco Sour to the
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verdant Henry Mojito, and discover evocative
cocktails that will transport you straight to
Toulouse-Lautrec's Moulin Rouge, Frida
Kahlo's favourite cantina, or one of Salvador
Dal 's surrealist dinner parties. Filled with art
anecdotes and colourful tales, this is both a
whistle-stop tour through art history and an
exciting way to wet your whistle. Cocktails
include the:
Dal Wallbanger
Klein Blue
Moon
Whamm! Bamm! Pow!
Picasso Sour
Frida Kahl a
Ren Margarita
and the
Hirst-inspired Shark Bite
Auf dieses Buch haben Verganer gewartet! Mit
mehr als 100 Gerichten auf Pflanzenbasis
zeigen dir die bekannten You-Tube Stars von
Bosh!, wie eine gesunde Ern hrung und eine
schnelle K che zusammenpassen. Die beiden
britischen Foodblogger Henry Firth und Ian
Theasby haben erneut ein Meisterwerk
erschaffen. Nach den beraus erfolgreichen
Titeln Bosh! einfach – aufregend – vegan“,
Bish Bash BOSH! einfach – aufregend –
vegan“ sowie BOSH! Super fresh–Super
vegan“ ist nun ein modernes Kochbuch voller
veganer Rezepte am Start. Es richtet sich an
ern hrungsbewusste Liebhaber der gesunden
K che, die leckere Gerichte trotzdem schnell
und leicht aus dem Hut zaubern m chten. Freu
dich in diesem Buch auf: Weit ber 100
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Rezepte aus der veganen K che Vegane
Gerichte, die innerhalb von 30 Minuten
zubereitet sind Vom Fr hst ck, ber das
Hauptgericht bis hin zum Dessert und trendigen
Drinks ist alles dabei, um eine vegane
Ern hrung abwechslungsreich zu gestalten
Auch hervorragend geeignet, um gesundes
Essen f r die gesamte Woche zu planen Wer
von den You-Tube Stars begeistert ist, kann in
diesem Buch ihre Rezepte nachschlagen. In
Speedy Bosh! schnell - einfach - vegan“
verraten sie dir auf 288 Seiten, wie du
Veganismus lecker erleben und komplett auf
tierische Produkte verzichten kannst. Die
kreativen Rezepte sind leicht zuzubereiten und
gelingen auch, wenn es einmal unter 30
Minuten zugehen muss. Erfahre zum Beispiel,
wie du eine vegane Pizza k stlich belegen,
knusprige Blumenkohlschnitzel brutzeln oder
dein verdientes Feierabendgetr nk kreieren
kannst. Partys werden mit den vorgestellten
Tricks ebenfalls zum gesunden Erfolg. Tipps
f r eine einfache Zubereitung und einen
optimal gef llten Vorratsschrank runden das
pfiffige Kochbuch ab. Der robuste HardcoverEinband ist perfekt f r den h ufigen Einsatz
in der K che geeignet. Mit diesem Buch
machst du also alles richtig!
Aperitivo
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The Perfect Summer Read, Full of Adventure,
Romance and Aperol Spritz!
The Cocktail Culture of Italy
The Negroni
Animal Beauty
Tasting Rome
Fresh Flavors & Forgotten Recipes from an
Ancient City
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